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Abstract—Protein complexes play important roles in protein-
protein interaction networks. Recent studies reveal that many 
proteins have multiple functions and belong to more than one 
different complexes. To get better complex division, we need to 
consider time-dependent information of networks. However, only 
few studies can be found to concentrate on detecting overlapping 
clusters in time-dependent networks. To solve this problem, we 
propose integrated model of time-dependent network (IM-TDN) 
to describe time-dependent networks. On the base of this model, 
we propose similarity based dynamic fuzzy clustering (SDFC) 
algorithm to detect overlapping clusters. We apply the algorithm 
to synthetic data and real world protein-protein interaction 
network dataset. The results showed that our algorithm by using 
the model which we proposed achieved better results over the 
state-of-the-art baseline algorithms. 
Keywords—fuzzy clustering; protein-protein network; temporal 
networks 
I. INTRODUCTION  
Protein interactions are the physical contacts between two or 
more protein molecules. They are crucial components of all 
cellular processes. The interactions can be described as protein-
protein interaction (PPI) networks [1], where nodes represent 
proteins and links represent protein interactions. In PPI 
networks, proteins bind with other proteins to perform biological 
functions as the form of protein complexes [2] [3]. Complex 
detection of PPI networks is a clustering problem that divides 
nodes into different groups, in which the nodes connect each 
other more tightly than those out of the groups [4] [5]. The task 
can be used to understand the behavior of organisms, predict the 
function of proteins and treat the disease. 
This work faces a problem that many proteins have multiple 
functions and play important roles in different complexes. We 
need to detect the overlapping protein complexes in the PPI 
networks [6]. Meanwhile, PPI networks evolve over time. We 
named it dynamic PPI networks or time-dependent networks. At 
the different stages of interactions, the weight of interactions 
will change. Some proteins may disappear and new proteins may 
join in. So, we also need to consider the dynamic of the process. 
Recently, algorithms have been proposed to solve these 
problems. Some of them considered the overlapping [7] of 
protein complexes. They treat PPI network as a static network 
and ignore the historical status [8]. Others take the temporal into 
account [9] [10]. However, they fail to detect completed 
complexes. Because one protein which belongs to a complex 
cannot belongs to another. How to utilize the temporal 
information in the evolving process to detect overlapping 
complexes of time-dependent networks is still challenging. 
The main contributions of this paper are: 
1) Aiming at solving the drawbacks above to get better 
results of complexes division for PPI networks, we developed 
an integrated model to describe the dynamic of PPI networks 
in which different stages of time-dependent network was 
synthesized into a similarity matrix with different weights.  
2) We also define similarity of nodes in the integrated 
model. Meanwhile, one protein may belong to different 
complexes. We can regard this problem as a fuzzy clustering 
problem. So we proposed a similarity based dynamic fuzzy 
clustering (SDFC) algorithm to detect overlapping complexes. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we 
introduce related work in this topic. Section III shows the model 
IM-TDN to integrate the temporal information and propose a 
definition of similarity of nodes in time-dependent networks to 
extract node similarity information. In section IV, we propose a 
novel SDFC algorithm to detect protein complex structure of 
dynamic PPI networks. Section V makes experiments on 
synthetic data and real world data to illustrate our algorithm and 
related concepts. Finally, in section VI, conclusions and future 
work are discussed. 
II. RELATED WORK 
A PPI network is a biomolecule relationship network that 
plays an important role in biological activities. Studies of 
functional complexes in a PPI network contributed greatly to the 
understanding of biological mechanism. A lot of work has been 
done to improve the quality of the detection result. 
At the beginning of these studies, they treat PPI network as 
a static network to detect complexes of PPI. In [11], Bader and 
Hogue proposed the three-stage Molecular Complex Detection 
algorithm to identify densely connected proteins from a PPI 
graph. In [12], Enright et al. proposed Markov Clustering 
algorithm. It is an unsupervised clustering algorithm for a graph. 
The algorithm simulates random walks within a graph by 
alternation of two operators named expansion and inflation. 
Getz et al. [13] proposed the Super Paramagnetic method to 
group PPI networks of diverse function, inhomogeneity and 
different sizes. Different methods above have their own 
characteristics and ranges of application.  
However, what they deal with is static PPI networks. They 
lost much information in the process of clustering. Standard 
clustering is not ideal for PPI network. Because nodes may 
belong to several complexes. Fuzzy clustering has been used to 
detect complexes in PPI networks. Nepuze [7] introduced 
overlapping neighborhood expansion (CluserONE) to detect 
overlapping complexes. Cao [14] proposed a method of pseudo-
clique extension based on fuzzy relation to detect protein 
complexes from weighted PPI network. There are also other 
methods to detect overlapping complexes. Wang [15] utilized 
hierarchical clustering algorithm to reveal the complexes in PPI 
networks which can identify both overlapping and hierarchical 
functional modules. 
There are also some methods use dynamic networks to 
describe PPI. Literature [16] propose a novel technique to detect 
temporal protein complexes from the dynamic PPI networks. 
The author construct a series of dynamic PPI networks by 
detecting stable interactions and transient interactions by 
integrating protein interaction data and gene expression data. 
Based on the concept of overlapping temporal communities, the 
author propose a novel Time Smooth Overlapping Complex 
Detection model. However, in dynamic PPI networks, temporal 
networks evolve over time, and different temporal networks 
should take different influences to complex detection of PPI 
network. Taylor et al. [17] proposed another method to deal with 
dynamic PPI networks, where current complex detection of PPI 
networks is only related with the prior temporal network next to 
it. While the method can get better result of complex detection 
than considering single static PPI network, it discards some time 
information. Because in dynamic networks, past temporal 
networks can influence the complex detection of current PPI 
networks. Therefore, the key problem is how to utilize the 
temporal networks to detect complexes of current PPI network. 
In this paper, we propose a novel model that considers time 
information and a new algorithm to reveal the overlapping 
complexes in dynamic PPI networks. 
III. TIME-DEPENDENT NETWORKS MODEL 
In this section, we propose a new model to integrate the 
temporal information of time-dependent networks into a final 
matrix. We will describe time-dependent networks first. Then 
we discuss how to deal with time-dependent information in PPI 
networks according to their evolving process and define a new 
definition of node similarity to extract complex information. 
Finally, we integrate the similarity information of temporal 
networks together and model time-dependent networks to a final 
similarity matrix. 
A. Definition of time-dependent networks 
A Time-dependent network is dynamic networks changing 
with times [9]. As shown in Fig. 1, a time-dependent network is 
a serial of simplex networks. At a fixed time , the network 
corresponds to a simplex network with same node sets.  
 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a time-dependent network 
We can use (1) to describe a time-dependent network which 
contains  temporal networks. 
 = , , , … , ,  (1) 
B. Integrated model of time-dependent networks 
In time-dependent networks, if we detect complexes just ac-
cording to current temporal network, there will be bias because 
there may be false interactions in single temporal network. 
Meanwhile, detecting protein complexes by using a serial of 
networks is more reasonable. At the same time, we can also 
discover the evolution of the protein. Therefore, we need to 
consider past temporal networks, but how many temporal 
networks we need to consider and how to utilize these temporal 
networks are the key problems to be resolved. 
When we analyze complexes of current temporal network, 
we need to consider the prior temporal network next to current 
temporal network, because current temporal network develops 
from it. More specially, what we should consider is the 
interactions in the prior temporal network different from the 
current temporal network. And the more the different 
interactions are, the more we should consider the last temporal 
network. Recurrently, the prior temporal network has a similar 
relation with its prior temporal. Therefore, we can get the 
relationship of different temporal networks we should consider 
as (2). 
 
= + (1 − ) 																	= + (1 − ) 									.		.		. 																																																							= + (1 − )  (2) 
where  is the interaction relationship of temporal network at 
time ,  is the fixed relationship and 	 =  , α  takes value 
between [0, 1], and it can be got by (3).  describes the 
proportion between temporal network at time − + 1 and its 
prior temporal network at time − , when we detect complexes 
of dynamic networks. 
 = ∑ ( , )∗ ( , )∑ ( , ) ∑ ( , ) ∑ ( , )∗ ( , ) (3) 
where the numerator describes the same interactions between 
temporal network − + 1  and temporal network −  and 
denominator represents all interactions between temporal 
network − + 1  and temporal network − . ( , ) 
and ( , ) stand for respectively values between node a and 
b in temporal network − + 1 and temporal network − . 
In (2), we describe the model in an iteration formula, we can 
rewrite it as (4). 
 = + (1 − ) + ⋯+ (1 − )(1 −)…  (4) 
Now we analyze utilization of temporal information. There 
are two situations. One is that if  is small and 1 −  is large, 
that is to say,  has a big difference with . That means 
there is mutation between  and . Under this condition, 
the temporal networks before time-slot −  should not be 
considered and we just consider temporal networks between  
and − + 1. The other is that when there is no mutation and 
the coefficient of  in (4) is small enough, the 
corresponding terms can be ignored. 
C. Interaction information extraction 
 in (2) and (4) describes the interaction information of 
nodes. If we use adjacent matrix as , the links in temporal 
networks can only take values 0 or 1. However, the two values 
are not enough to describe interaction among nodes of temporal 
networks precisely and fully. For example, for two nodes, even 
though they are not connected directly by a link, it doesn’t mean 
that there is no interaction between them, because the two nodes 
might be connected by a path containing more than one edge. 
But such interaction can’t be measured by values 0 or 1. 
Therefore, it is necessary to excavate the interaction information 
of temporal networks more exactly. Here, we define a node 
similarity to measure the interaction information of temporal 
networks. 
Jaccard’s coefficient, Salton index, Sorenson index, Com-
mon neighbors, Adamic-Adar and Lei cht-Holme-Newman 
(LHN) [18], [19] are five famous methods for node similarity. 
Zhou Tao and Liben-Nowell have proved that common 
neighbors are the simplest method “Common neighbors” which 
usually performs surprisingly well. However, “Common 
neighbors” requires that there are common neighbors between 
two nodes, otherwise the similarity of two nodes will be 0. 
Literature [20] resolved the problem above and defined the 
similarity between two nodes connected by only one edge 
without common neighbors. But similarity of two nodes is 0 if 
the two nodes are not connected by directly one edge. Here, we 
propose a new method to compute node similarity between node 
 and  described as (5). 
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 ( , ) = ( ) ( )  (6) 
In (5),  is the set of paths between node  and ; ( , ) 
is one edge belonging to the path  and ,  are two nodes of 
the edge ( , ) . In (6), ( )  and ( )  are degree of 
nodes  and  respectively. 
The node similarity considers all the paths between two 
nodes that breaks the restriction above. Node similarity is a 
number that reflects the similarity of two nodes in simplex 
networks. Therefore, we can compare and accumulate the node 
similarity of different simplex networks. Besides, node 
similarity can help to detect complex structure because two 
nodes owning larger similarity can be divided into one complex. 
We utilize node similarity information of temporal networks 
and (4) to integrate node similarity information of different 
temporal networks into current temporal network. In this way, 
we can model the time-dependent network to a similarity matrix 
that the similarity value between each node has been calculated. 
Then we propose a fuzzy clustering algorithm to detect protein 
complexes. 
IV. ALGORITHM 
In this section, we propose the SDFC algorithm to detect 
protein complexes in time-dependent PPI networks. To describe 
the process of our algorithm, we introduce the concept of 
clustering at first. Then, we give the details of our algorithm in 
Part B. 
A. Concept of clustering algorithm 
Clustering is an important tool in complex network analysis, 
which are defined intuitively as the nodes in the same group is 
more tightly to each other than the nodes between groups [21]. 
Given the network adjacency matrix , where the element  
is the connection strength between node  and node . Hard 
clustering is to construct a partition 	 = 	 ( , , … , ) . In 
formula, we can represent this partition as a matrix × , where 
 is the number of nodes.  is 1 when node  belong to  and 
0 otherwise. Each node belongs to a unique cluster . 
Fuzzy clustering is different from hard clustering. It can be 
used to detect clusters by using grade of membership [21]. It 
attempts to partition a finite collection of  element 	 =	{ , , … , }  into a collection of  clusters with respect to 
some given criterion. Let  be the fuzzy membership matrix, 
where ∈ 0,1 , 1 ≤ ≤ , 1 ≤ ≤  is the grade of 
membership of data  to the cluster and ∑ = 1. In fuzzy 
clustering, each data point can belong to different clusters which 
corresponds to the multiple functions of proteins in different 
complexes. 
B. Similarity based dynamic fuzzy clustering algorithm 
Fuzzy C-means clustering (FCM) is the most widely used 
algorithm in fuzzy clustering. However, the input of FCM is a 
set of data points. And it requires a function to compute the 
distance between nodes and central of clusters. Thus, we cannot 
use this algorithm directly. Our dataset is the adjacent matrix of 
time-dependent PPI networks. We cannot compute the central of 
clusters directly because that the adjacent matrix only represents 
the distance between nodes. Meanwhile, we also need this 
algorithm to utilize the temporal information. 
ALGORITHM . SIMILARITY BASED DYNAMIC FUZZY CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 
Input One time-dependent PPI network  containing  time 
slots. 
Output = { ( ), ( ),… , ( )}, where ( )  is the ℎ 
complex. 
Step1 Compute similarity of each node according to (5) 
Step2 Integrate the serial information of  time slots to get a 
final network  according to (3) and (4). 
Step3 
Initialize the membership matrix ∗  in the constraint of ∑ = 1 from a Gaussian distribution. 
Step4 
Compute the cost function (9) and the gradient until it less 
than a threshold. If the cost is less than a threshold, the 
algorithm will terminate. 
Step5 Compute the membership matrix  and go to step 4. 
 
Therefore, we propose similarity based dynamic fuzzy 
clustering algorithm (SDFC) which consider time  as a 
parameter in the objective function to integrate the temporal 
information in the clustering process. Our approach also 
considers practical aspects of the task and introduces some 
parameters to improve the results. We utilize parameters to 
control the objective function. In the algorithm, we use the 
model which is introduced in Section  to construct a final 
matrix. The matrix  is defined as (7): 
 = ∑ ( ) (7) 
where  is the time stamp that we need consider. When  is too 
small, we cannot solve the problem that the interactions between 
nodes mutate. If the  is too large, we will introduce much 
useless information. Especially, when = 1 , it is the 
traditional model used in static complex networks. ( ) is node 
similarity matrix of ℎ  time and  is the proportion which 
represents the similarity between time  and current time. In 
order to detect clusters by using node similarity, we use (5) to 
calculate the similarity between each node. Then we use (3) to 
integrate the similarity information of different time stamps with 
different weight. 
After constructing the final matrix, we obtain similarity 
matrix  which corresponds to the actual similarity of nodes in 
time-dependent networks. This leads to the following equation 
(8), which represents the fitness of the actual similarity and the 
partition. 
J(U, , … , ) = ∑ ∑ (∑ ( ) − ∑ )   (8) 
where , ∈ 	 (0,1)  is the grade of membership and ∑  is the similarity of this partition between node  
and node ;	∑ ( ) is the actual similarity between node  
and node ;  is the network similarity value between time 
stamp  and current time; ( )	is the distance between node  
and node  at time stamp . 
We must find the value of these parameters which minimize 
(8) while satisfying the conditions of ∑ = 1  and 0 <∑ < . We also need to make  be close to 1 to ensure 
the time-dependent network is soft. So, we just treat  which is 
calculated in (3) as an initial value to reduce some noise in the 
dataset.  We can use the following objective function (9) to get 
the minimum value of (8). 
J(U, , … , , , , … , ) = J(U, , , … , ) +																								∑ (∑ − 1) + ∑ ( − 1)  (9) 
where  is the Lagrange multiplier of the multiple constraints. 
We describe the process of SDFC algorithm to complex 
detection of time-dependent PPI network as Algorithm . 
V. EXPERIMENTS 
In this section, we apply our algorithm to a synthetic dataset 
and a real dataset. The synthetic dataset [22] contains 350 
vertexes and 3 complexes, having 55, 110, 210 members, 
respectively. There are 20 temporal networks. For simplicity, we 
just show two temporal networks and the details of locality in 
this dataset in Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 2. The first and second temporal network of synthetic dataset and the 
local details of the two networks. We can see on the local details in these 
images that there is an explicit overlapping around the 55 ℎ node. 
The real dataset is protein interactions of Yeast [23] [24]. We 
utilize dynamic Protein interaction networks construction 
method to construct 36 temporal networks, which has been 
proved effective to evolving process of protein by [25]. Details 
of the dataset is discussed in later of this section.  
We compare our algorithms with four others. One algorithm 
is based on static PPI network, and we call it as StaticPPI [12]. 
Another two algorithms are based on dynamic network as being 
equal, and we call it as DynamicPPI_1 [26]. Another algorithm 
of the two algorithms just consider the last temporal networks, 
and we call it Dynamic PPI_2 [27]. The last algorithm is based 
on overlapping clustering, and the author named it as 
ClusterONE [7]. 
A. Experiment on synthetic dataset 
We carry on this experiment with our algorithm and other 
four algorithms. Since we know the real complexes of the 
synthetic data, we can use the Normalized Mutual Information 
(NMI) [22] to measure the accuracy of SDFC. NMI takes values 
in [0, 1]. NMI is equal to 1, if the complexes got from our 
algorithm are the same with real complexes. NMI is equal to 0, 
if complexes got from our algorithm are totally different from 
the real complexes. 
 
Fig. 3. NMI results of different algorithms on synthetic dataset. 
As Fig.3 shows, the proposed SDFC algorithm deals with a 
PPI network as time-dependent network and finds overlapping 
groups. We choose the time window	 	 = 	5 in this experiment. 
As shown, the results of our algorithm get the largest NMI value. 
The StaticPPI algorithm is the worst. Because it neglects too 
much information. It turns out that our algorithm considers time 
information and overlapping and gets accurate complex division 
for synthetic dataset. 
B. Experiment on real world datasets 
For the real datasets, we don’t have the ground truth and we 
take modularity [21] to measure the accuracy of our algorithm. 
This measure gives a value between −1 and 1. It was defined as = ∑ − ( , )  to describe the quality of the 
partition, where , = 1 if the complex assignments  
and  of nodes  and  are the same and 0 otherwise and  is 
the expected weight in our model. The higher the value of 
modularity, the better the result of complex detection is. 
First, we need to construct the temporal networks according 
to [25]. A protein is considered to be expressed and appear at a 
time point only if its expression level at that time point is greater 
than the predefined threshold. Given a static PPI network [23] 
and the expression process [24], we can construct the temporal 
PPI networks. There are 2361 proteins in the PPI network. And 
1358 proteins can be traced over time. Although we cannot get 
all the proteins’ temporal information, we can also improve the 
quality of the results by using this information. 
Then we want to find the value of time window we should 
take in this dataset. Because if we use a large time window, it 
will introduce useless information in the dataset. However, if we 
choose a small value, we cannot handle the noise of the PPI 
network. We analysis the similarity between each time stamp. 
For the sake of simplicity, the similarity of last 10 time stamps 
is plotted as a heat map in Fig. 4(a). Each color section shows 
the inter-simplex relevance between two time stamps. For 
instance, the first column and the first row shows that the 
similarity of  itself is the most similar networks. In Fig. 4(b), 
we compute the similarity between the last time stamp and all 
the 36 time stamps. The result tells us that the nearest time stamp 
is the most similarity network and we choose 5 as the time 
window. 
 
Fig. 4. (a) The heat map to illustrate the similarity between time-dependent 
networks. (b) The similarity of 36 ℎ time stamp with the other time stamps in 
the time-dependent network. 
Another important problem is how to determine the number 
of clusters . This parameter is the keystones of many clustering 
algorithms. We compute the modularity by setting 	 = 	2. After 
that, when the algorithm get a local minimum, we increase  and 
optimized the cost function until it converges again. We keep on 
increasing the number of  until the value of modularity does not 
increase as the increasing of . The influence of  is shown in 
Fig. 5. 
 
Fig. 5. The influence of number of clusters in detecting complexes. 
Finally, we compare our algorithm with others. Fig. 6 reveals 
that our algorithm get larger modularity than other four 
algorithms. It turns out that our algorithm treating dynamic and 
overlapping PPI network are better than others in real world 
dataset.  
 
Fig. 6. Modularity results of different algorithms on real world dataset. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER STUDY 
In this paper, we propose a new model (IM-TDN) to describe 
time-dependent network and an algorithm (SDFC) to detect the 
overlapping protein complexes. We use the model to integrate 
time information to compute the similarity matrix. Then we 
analyze the influence of the parameters in our algorithm. We 
apply our algorithm on a synthetic data and a real dataset. The 
results show that our algorithm has higher accuracy in detecting 
complexes of PPI comparing with the competing algorithms. 
 In the future, we would like to extend this algorithm to 
utilize the multiplex information in the PPI networks. Because 
there are many different types of interactions between proteins. 
Different kinds of interactions play different function in PPI 
network. Consider more information can improve the accuracy 
of the division. 
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